In this paper, selected results are presented of research which is carried on for over a decade and covers valuation of chosen signal processing methods suitable to analyze and valuate pathological speech. This valuation is necessary during solving many medical diagnostics problems and when planning therapy and rehabilitation of certain types of diseases. All presented examples are used in clinical practice in the area of dentistry, dental surgery, otolaryngology and most of all, in phoniatrics and speech correction.
Introduction
The issue of computer-based analysis and automatic evaluation of pathological speech has been taken up in many publications by authors of this paper from dierent points of view. There was emphasis on specicity of this subject in the area of preliminary (non- By observing change of signal in particular ranges of frequency, it is possible to determine if a sound is correctly formed by speech organs and whether these frequencies are mixed together, or, generally speaking, blurry. In the rst picture with correct speech (Fig. 2) many subtle details can be seen indicating the precision of articulation, and in the following pictures with pathological speech (Fig. 3) , in the range of the same sound events in pathological speech, blurred time and frequency subtle spectrum structures can be clearly seen [6] . (quick) is shown as pronounced by a child speaking correctly [7] . Fig. 4b shows the same word pronounced by another child with right-sided cleft palate after surgical treatment. Spectrograms (dynamic spectra) show how during the process of creating a quote its spectral composition was changing over time [6] . 
Results analysis
Object can be described by parameters that reect its properties. Making assumption that objects (their states) are the study subjects which are sources of acoustic signals in measurable bandwidth, it can be stated that reection of object's state is a measurable acoustic signal.
This signal, as some reection of object's state, usually contains more information than is actually needed [2] . In and with structure of speech route used in articulation.
Most parameters come from frequency-magnitude characteristics of the signal. Following this approach, the structure of discussed vector of attributes, which is an input to analyze and identication algorithms, can be expressed as [6] 
where f i is the mean magnitude of i-th frequency band of dynamic spectrum * , and n is the number of spectrum lines used in further analysis. This number depends on the highest frequency of the analyzed signal. In the present authors' work it is assumed to be n = 96.
One of key observations of pathology eects in the area of speech signal articulation leads to statement that in pathological speech, the signal energy distribution in particular spectral band is completely dierent than in the correct speech pattern. This feature is highlighted by coecients of relative power WS proposed by authors as a new coordinate of the attribute vector. This remark led to using in the research a vector of acoustic attributes with following structure:
where W S F is the relative power coecient determin- 
General form of the spectral momentum of m-th grade in j-th moment in time can be described as
where G(t j , f i ) is the dynamic spectrum (timefrequency), f i is the middle frequency of i-th band, t j is the j-th time interval that momentary spectrum is computed for, and f d , f g are the bottom and the top band frequencies for which spectral moment is computed, respectively.
In further research parameters groups described by both (1) and (2) For tasks concerning the analysis and recognition of the pathological speech it is often more important to provide the respective person (e.g. physician) with necessary indications required for qualitative evaluation of the speech than to provide its perfect automated recognition. By ear it is easy to receive an information that a particular speech is correct or that it is deformed, while an attempt to provide a quantitative evaluation usually fails. If the speech is transformed to a proper visualized form, then, by comparing such images, man is able to evaluate the degree of its deformation. Based on results presented in Figures 6, 7 , and 8 it can be said with high probability that it is possible to classify pathological speech signal due to the type of cleft.
Statistically, the highest percentage (92% for the sounds 
